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A. Title of Research Task: Ames ER-2 Ozone Measurements.
B. Investigators and Institutions: R. Pearson, Jr,, J. F. Vedder, and W. L.
Starr (Retired), NASA Ames Research Center.
C. Abstract of Research Objectives: The objective of this research is to study
ozone (03) in the stratosphere. Measurements of the ozone mixing ratio at 1 s intervals
are obtained with an ultraviolet photometer which flies on the ER-2 aircraft.
D. Summary of Progress and Results: The photometer determines the amount
of ozone in air by measuring the transmission of ultraviolet light through a fixed path
with and without ambient 03 present, it was completed in 1986 and used in both the
Stratospheric Tropospheric Exchange Project and the Airborne Antarctic Ozone
Experiment (AAOE). During this reporting period Walter Starr, the former P. I.,
retired. Richard Pearson, Jr. took over as the new P. I.
In October, 1987, the instrument obtained data on ER-2 flights from Puerto Montt,
Chile, to Panama and from Panama to Moffett Field, California.
During February, 1988, it was used in the ER-2 Polar Vortex experiment, which
included Harvard's CIO instrument and the Whole Air Sampler (the jointly operated
NASA Ames and National Center for Atmospheric Research instrument). The instrument
was flown from Moffett Field into the region of maximum wind around the vortex. Both
03 and CIO increased during the northbound direction of the flight, as reported by Brune
et al. (see below). Data obtained during the AAOE were also presented by Starr and
Vedder in a poster paper at the Snowmass meeting in May, 1988, and reported in a paper
by them accepted by J. Geophys. Res. for the special issue.
The photometer was operated in two piggy back flights, one in late 1988 and the other in
early 1989, to acquaint the new P.I. with its operation and to keep it operational pending
new support in FY 90.
E. Journal Publications: There are 9 referred publications that utilized data
obtained with this instrument and had W. L. Starr or W. L. Starr and J. F. Vedder as co-
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